Telix Pharmaceuticals Limited
ACN 616 620 369
Suite 401, 55 Flemington Road
North Melbourne
Victoria, 3051
Australia

Job Description: CFO Americas
Type: Full Time
Location: Indianapolis
Date: Immediate

About Telix Pharmaceuticals Limited
Telix Pharmaceuticals Limited (“Telix”, the “Company”) is an Australian public Company
(ASX:TLX) headquartered in Melbourne with operations in Europe, the US and Japan. Our mission
is to be a leading, global biopharmaceutical Company in the field of “theranostic”
radiopharmaceuticals and the Company is currently developing a mid-late stage pipeline of
products in oncology and rare diseases.
Description
We are seeking a passionate finance leader in this newly created position to contribute to the
achievement of the company’s strategic goals through the planning, implementation, managing
and running of all finance activities across the Americas.
Reporting directly to the President Americas and the Group CFO, the CFO Americas will hold
responsibility for business planning, budgeting, forecasting and negotiations. In addition to
overseeing all finance activities, the successful candidate will provide leadership and direction to
the finance and accounting team and, strategic recommendations to the Regional President and
members of the Regional executive management team. This is a great opportunity for someone
seeking a new challenge to design and implement processes, procedures, systems, and business
disciplines necessary to advance the business as it matures.
The role, though evolving, will also hold responsibility for:
• Managing the processes for financial forecasting and budgets and overseeing the preparation
of all financial reporting
• Managing the Treasury and Cashflow requirements of the Region
• Assisting the commercial operations of the Region with any finance related activities and
supporting the successful commercial launch of all products
• Managing all tax and transfer pricing related activities in the Region
• Identifying and leading the implementation of strategic corporate financial initiatives, including
business development plans and identification of potential opportunities for collaboration,
acquisition, and equity participation.
• Establishing and fostering relations with internal stakeholders and external partners.

To be considered, candidates should hold a Bachelors’ degree (or higher) in a relevant discipline
and an accounting designation such as CA or CPA. Progressive and demonstrable experience in
public practice and/or commercial corporate is required as well as strong, technical expertise in
accounting standards (IFRS, GAAP), SOX compliance and SEC reporting. Experience working
with ERP (preferably SAP) will be highly regarded. Those with knowledge in biotechnology or
pharmaceuticals – bonus!
Applications must include a cover letter.
Agency support is not required for this role and no submissions will be considered.
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